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Editor’s note
Dear Readers,
Thanks to everyone who responded to the survey on Edition
readership. Eighty-two members participated and many of you
left comments that will help shape Edition for next year, starting
in September. Many of you felt the design we have is best suited
to a print journal—and that is quite right. I’ll be working with
Heather Guylar, our designer, over the summer to create a more
reader-friendly design for Edition based on the fact that most of
us read it on screen. As well, feedback indicates that many people
think Edition should focus less on branch issues and deal more with
issues of interest to all editors, such as how to get jobs, sample
editing problems with solutions (like those found in Meeting Editorial
Standards [MES]), and articles on how to grow your business. I
doubt we’ll ever be able to provide editing samples—we have MES
for that; it fits the bill perfectly. But if you feel inspired to craft such
a thing for members, we will happily print it.
Edition is a branch newsletter and we mustn’t forget that. Active
Voice is the national newsletter and it focuses on the larger issues of
concern to editors. Next season I will do my best to bring readers
the kinds of articles they want (on the business of editing, how to
find work, how to create macros, style sheets and so forth). But
neither I nor any editor of Edition can do it without writers. Very
few, if any, article submissions come in each month; what you read
is what has been submitted. Active Voice receives so many articles
they have trouble publishing them all. I’d like to see that happen for
Edition. The survey also indicated that members want suggestions
for article ideas so they know what to write about. I will supply
those in June’s editor’s note.
The submission deadline for June’s Edition is June 10, 2010.
Volunteers are needed for copy editing and proofreading. Please
email edition@editors.ca if you’re interested in one of these tasks.
Take care.

Alethea Spiridon
Newsletter chair
edition@editors.ca
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Past program reports

Report on EAC’s Toronto branch
meeting, held in February
By Alison Kooistra

T

February program
began with a question
that was at once practical
and existential: Who goes first,
the editor or the translator? The
conclusion (as with the chicken
and the egg) was that the process
is an interactive and iterative one.
Denis Bousquet, the owner of Nautilus Translation, and
Marie-Lynn Hammond, a bilingual freelance editor, proofreader,
Denis Bousquet, the owner of
and singer-songwriter.
Nautilus Translation, a company
that translates documents from
English to French, and MarieEnglish” translation process before they can
Lynn Hammond, a bilingual freelance
be edited or further translated into French.
editor, proofreader, and singer-songwriter,
Denis gave the example of a “Korenglish”
combined forces to lead a lively and
(Korean English) document that referred to a
entertaining discussion on Editors,
“tricycle washer”: this was not, as one might
Translators, and Working in Multilingual
imagine at first glance, a person who scrubs
Environments.
down three-wheeled vehicles, but rather a
Denis and Marie-Lynn both spoke at length
washing machine with three cycles. Marieon the challenges of working with texts
Lynn gave the example of a UN report on
that have been translated into English from
micro-financed women entrepreneurs that
another language. These texts must often
had originally been written in Russian and
undergo an “English to comprehensible
quoted one of the loan recipients as saying:



he
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“Both in the streets and at school I was the
thunderstorm for coevals.”
While both speakers emphasized the
importance of being able to consult with
the original author or translator, or with a
third party who is fluent in the document’s
original language and familiar with its
subject matter, in the case of the UN
report this was not possible. Marie-Lynn
and her colleagues eventually came up
with: “Both in and out of school, I was a
troublemaker.” But, in the process, the term
“thunderstorm of coevals” became their
shorthand for an unintelligible translation.
Marie-Lynn advised editors of translated
texts to always quote an hourly rate,
never a flat fee, since the work is timeconsuming. Denis offered two guiding
principles for translators. The first: “Don’t
be afraid to ask questions; you can’t know
everything.” The second: “If you don’t
understand what you’re reading, don’t
bother translating.”
Understanding the text is only the
first step; the next is to inhabit the text.
Denis quoted the Korean poet Chong
Hyon-jong on this point: “The more a
translator feels for the text, the better the
translation, and if that feeling reaches the
level of ‘fascination’ then it will be all the
better. The fascinated soul is as beautiful
as the source of that fascination; this soul
wants to share with others the emotion
and joy that fills it, and those conscious or
unconscious impulses will emerge in the
translation.”

“If you don’t
understand what
you’re reading, don’t
bother translating.”
Denis explained that although he does
technical rather than literary translation,
getting into this frame of mind is an
essential part of his method—even when
the document is 20 pages on the effect of
microwaves on rabbits.
But no matter how transported one
gets, one must be careful not to turn an
otherwise prosaic text into poetry. MarieLynn once proofread a Sears catalogue in
which, in the section on grooming products
for men, a “Baudelaire-inspired” translator
had rendered “five o’clock shadow” as “les
ténèbres à la crépuscule” (the shadows at
dusk).
Of course, poetry itself may be the most
difficult type of text to translate, since
the translator must find a way to convey
not just the meaning of the words but
also the music of the verses. Marie-Lynn
assisted Paul Savoie with his translation of
Dennis Lee’s Alligator Pie for Key Porter.
The literal “tarte à l’alligator” did not work
with Lee’s chanting rhythms, and it was
almost impossible to find French rhymes
for “alligator”; Ragoût de crocodile was the
solution. A further challenge with the
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book was that the illustrations had been
commissioned before the work had been
translated into French. The illustration that
accompanied “Skyscraper” showed a white
sky, but the French version called for one
that was “vermeil” (bright red) to rhyme
with “soleil” (sun).
Although editing and producing
translations can be frustrating at times,
both speakers emphasized the satisfaction
they get from their work. Quoting again
from Chong Hyon-jong, Denis defined
translation as “an act of joyfully reading
and re-reading a text, and...also an act of
transcribing or ‘rewriting’ the text... . [It]
liberates the translator from the jail of his
own language, as well as liberating readers

of the translation, along with the translator,
from the prison of self.”
In the end, I’m tempted to say the
February program was a thunderstorm of
coevals—re-translating the term to mean an
electrifying brainstorming session between
two experts in their respective fields. xxzxx

Le programme de février
Le programme à la réunion des membres
du 22 février a commencé avec une
question aussi pratique qu’existentielle :
qui devrait venir en premier, le réviseur
ou le traducteur? La conclusion est que le
processus est à la fois interactif et successif.
Denis Bousquet, propriétaire et président
de Traduction Nautilus, et Marie-Lynn
Hammond, réviseure pigiste et auteurecompositrice de chansons, ont mené une
discussion animée et divertissante sur
comment travailler avec des traducteurs et
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réviser des traductions.
Denis et Marie-Lynn ont détaillé les défis
de la traduction—par exemple, traduire des
textes du « Korenglish » (coren-anglais)
au français. Tous deux ont aussi souligné
l’importance de consulter l’auteur ou le
traducteur, ou au moins consulter quelqu’un
qui parle couramment la langue du
document original. Marie-Lynn a conseillé
aux réviseurs de préparer leurs estimations
à l’heure et non pour un tarif fixe pour
tout le projet, vu que le travail peut souvent

Past program reports
prendre plus de temps qu’on ne le prévoie.
Denis a offert deux principes pour les
traducteurs: « N’aie pas peur de poser des
questions; on ne peut pas tout savoir » et « Si
tu ne comprends pas ce que tu lis, n’essaye
pas de le traduire. »
Quoique travailler sur des traductions peut
être frustrant, Denis et Marie-Lynn étaient
d’accord qu’ils tirent une grande satisfaction
de leur travail.
Quant à moi, cela a été un plaisir de
présenter un programme qui a mis en
vedette le bilinguisme de l’ACR. Si tu veux
en savoir davantage sur ce qui se passe chez
les francophones de la section Toronto,
envoie-moi un courriel, à toronto_br_program_
chair@editors.ca. xxzxx
Translation done by Nancy Foran.
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Report on EAC’s Toronto branch
meeting, held in March
By Rachel Stuckey

“

Math is hard.” “I don’t
like to count.” “Numbers
aren’t my thing.” These are
phrases I commonly hear from
my editor friends.
There are exceptions of
course—such as those editors
who work in number-heavy
Dimitris Stubos, principal accountant at Base Nine Financial.
material. And, if pressed, I
would argue that most editors
As the principal accountant at Base Nine
have better than average math skills. We
Financial, Stubos specializes in bookkeeping
simply allow them to be overshadowed by
and tax return preparation for creative
our language skills. But no matter what a
professionals who are self-employed and a
person’s numeracy might be, few things will
little tax-shy.
make an editor shudder like a looming tax
The evening’s presentation was casual—
deadline, which is probably why March’s tax Stubos had some points he planned to cover
program was so well attended.
and some information to share based on
More than 50 members and guests
questions submitted in advance, but he also
gathered on March 22 at the Women’s Art
tackled questions as they arose. First and
Association to hear from Dimitris Stubos,
foremost, Stubos reminded everyone that
who didn’t disappoint. Sharing his tips and
even though the Canada Revenue Agency
answering a wealth of questions, Stubos
(CRA) says the self-employed filing deadline
managed to calm most of our HST nerves.
is in July, the government charges interest
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on tax owing beginning April 30. Known
as phantom interest, this is a compelling
reason to file and pay your taxes in April!
Harmonizing taxes
The primary topic for the evening was
the Harmonized Sales Tax, which is
coming to Ontario July 1, 2010. Stubos
took a moment to explain the economic
theory—the goal of the HST is to combat
hidden tax. Right now, businesses must
pay PST on goods but have no method
for offsetting those costs (as they do with
their GST returns); therefore the costs
are transferred to prices for goods and
services. By harmonizing the tax, the idea
is that, in time, prices and fees will be more
representative of real costs, and not include
a hidden PST for the consumer. However,
it may take a few years for this theory to
fall into place, so Ontario residents will be
getting a Sales Tax Transition benefit over
the next 18 months, consisting of $300 for
individuals and $1000 for families.
The main concern on the minds of the
audience regarding HST was, “Will I lose
business?” Stubos explained that there may
be implications for freelancers who do
most of their work for clients in non-HST
participating provinces, or perhaps those
freelancers who compete directly with
editors in non-HST provinces and for nonHST participating clients. In these specific
cases, it may be necessary to adjust fees to
remain competitive. However, as Stubos

explained, if your clients themselves have
HST numbers, they will be able to offset
the HST just as you will. Every business
in Ontario (and other HST-participating
provinces) will be able to claim the HST
on their expenses, and will themselves be
required to collect it.
Stubos also reminded us that when it
comes to local clients and local competition
it won’t be only you charging increased
tax—consumer prices will go up markedly
across the board. And with any luck, the
economic theory behind the HST will play
out, and in a few years prices will normalize.
After a brief digression into the
philosophy behind Canadian tax policy,
discussion returned to the practical issues
of the new HST. For example, while some
may find an advantage to opting out of
GST/HST if they earn less than $30,000
a year, Stubos recommended voluntarily
joining in the GST/HST fun. First,
participating in GST/HST lends credibility
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to you as a professional—do you really want
your clients to know that you don’t earn that
much?
Second, as Stubos explained, “You’ll never
remit more than you collect.” If your client
base will bear it, it’s better to participate
in GST/HST as it means more money in
your pocket. Not only can you earn interest
on the tax you collect, but you only get to
keep some of it to offset the tax you pay
operating your business.
Other practical HST issues to consider:
• Your number will have to change—
but the government will soon be
sending you a wealth of information,
and it’s likely that the number
will simply have a new prefix to
distinguish it from your current GST
number.
• You should elect to use the Quick
Method rather than what Stubos
calls “The Really Slow and Painful
Method” (RSAPM, a.k.a. itemized).
The Quick Method allows you to
keep a set percentage of the GST/
HST you collect, a percentage that
is advantageous for those with low
operating expenses. The RSAPM
asks you to subtract the GST/HST
spent on every pen, every lunch,
every Starbucks, every phone bill—
not fun, especially for DIY filers.
• When it comes to the actual GST/
HST transition this summer, Stubos
recommended trying to create two

10
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discrete periods in your invoicing.
The CRA outlines several case studies
on their website, but because every
situation is unique Stubos couldn’t
get into specifics. The best option
is to speak to your employers and
clients and try to “draw a line to
capture all of the service that was
completed until July 1” so that you
can make a clean break from GST to
HST.
• It is possible to close down your
GST/HST account, but it does
take time—you will have to file a
few “null returns” before you can
close it out. And of course, you can’t
close the account if you have an
outstanding balance.
• Clients outside of Canada need not
pay GST/HST; they fall under the
“zero-rated income” category on
your tax return. But, when Canadians
hire Canadian subcontractors on
projects for international clients, the
subcontractors must charge GST/
HST—a charge that can’t be passed
onto the client as a tax. The good
news is that the original contractor
can take advantage of GST/HST
offsets (incidentally, if this is a
common business scenario for you,
it may be worth the slow pain of an
itemized GST/HST return—talk to a
financial professional).

Past program reports
The benefits of saving
A close second to his advice on avoiding
phantom interest, Stubos highly
recommended that freelancers contribute
to RSPs to lower their taxable income.
RSPs also offer an excellent way to save for
a first-time home purchase. By contributing
to an RSP, you get the tax break now, and
can then borrow that
money from yourself
(interest- and tax-free)
for your down payment
with the Home Buyers’
Plan.
In addition to RSPs,
Stubos discussed the
new Tax-Free Savings
Account (TFSA). This
new type of savings
account allows you
to deposit $5000 of
after-tax income a year.
You will never pay tax
on the interest you earn in the account
and are free to take money out as needed.
Much of the marketing surrounding this
new account has focused on the traditional
savings-account model. However, you can
also purchase all types of higher-earning
investment products under the umbrella
of the TFSA, which makes the tax-free
potential much more interesting. Because
everyone’s financial situation is different,
Stubos stressed again that it’s important to

talk to a professional when deciding on the
optimal contribution amounts and balance
between RSPs and TFSAs.
Stubos also discussed the new EI
program for the self-employed. It’s
important to note that the program is not
intended to support people who cannot
find work; rather, it’s an opportunity
for self-employed
Canadians to take
advantage of programs
such as maternity and
parental benefits, as
well as other EI-funded
work-stoppage benefits
such as compassionate
care. This new
program is not for
everyone, and Stubos
again recommended
discussing the EI
options with a financial
adviser. The new EI
program may not be the best use of your
money if you’re interested in disability
benefits; however, if you’re planning to
start a family, the parental benefits may
suit your needs. Stubos also reminded the
audience of another key point: once you’ve
made a claim on EI as a freelancer, you’re
obligated to continue paying into the
program as long as you are self-employed—
another reason it may not be your best
option.

APRIL 2010
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The optimal tax return
Tax returns are complicated, but, as Stubos
explained, in their collapsed form they are
just a statement of your tax debits and tax
credits. Your goal should be to decrease
your tax debits (the amount you owe) and
to increase your tax credits (the expenses
that help reduce what you owe). You can
decrease what you owe by contributing into
your RSP and by keeping accurate records
of your business expenses—both dollarfor-dollar deductions on your net income.
And you can increase your tax credits by
taking advantage of things such as medical
expenses, donations, and tuition (all three
of which are transferable to spouses), as
well as other special credits, like the 2009
Home Renovation Credit.
Stubos did warn against applying a
“spending money to save money” mentality
when it comes to tax credits and business
expenses. The tax benefits to be had from
something like the Home Renovation
Tax Credit aren’t worth any unnecessary
expenditures. If you don’t need something
(like a new deck), it’s better to invest the
money than spend it just to take advantage
of a relatively minor tax break.
Many issues such as these should be
considered when preparing a tax return for
self-employed individuals. And this is why
working with a professional is the best way
to go. While it’s pretty easy to prepare a
legal tax return on your own, a professional
can prepare the optimal tax return for

12
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Stubos did warn against
applying a “spending
money to save money”
mentality when it comes to
tax credits and business
expenses.... If you don’t
need something..., it’s
better to invest the money
than spend it just to take
advantage of a relatively
minor tax break.
your circumstances as well as offer other
business and tax-related advice. However,
Stubos still took the time to discuss some
major tax-related issues facing freelancers.
Unlike EI, all working Canadians
contribute to CPP, which is factored into
a freelancer’s tax return—you needn’t do
anything special. However, Stubos did
suggest that people close to retirement
may want to consider withdrawing early
and becoming CPP exempt. Once you
start withdrawing, even if you continue to
work full time, you no longer contribute on
your earnings. Your benefits will be slightly
reduced, but it might be the right strategy

Past program reports

for you—again something to discuss with a
financial professional.
While the government used to ask the
self-employed to measure the square
footage of their home office, they now
recognize that the use of your home for
business can’t be so rigorously defined.
As such, the most commonly accepted
declaration of home office use is 25 per
cent. This amount is unlikely to raise red
flags, but it doesn’t mean that you can’t
claim more. Like all business expense
claims, you have to consider what is
reasonable—it’s all about context.
With such a major focus on HST, Stubos
didn’t have time to go too far into the nuts
and bolts of business expenses. But he did
remind us, both during the presentation
and the mix-and-mingle, that the rules
aren’t as cut-and-dried as you might think.
Stubos’s final words of wisdom on the
issue were his litmus test for business
expenses: “Would I need to buy this if I
didn’t have a business”?

Taxes are never fun—there’s a reason
Benjamin Franklin associated them with
death—but even though Stubos was there
to share some unhappy truths, he did it
with a glint in his eye, joking with a room
full of tax-phobic editors: “Did you think
this was going to be a happy talk? Money
for everyone at the end?” No, we didn’t.
But we were all pleased to hear the bad
news from you, Dimitri.
The podcast is available online at www.
editors.ca. xxzxx
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am

to 1

pm

Monday to Thursday

Emily Dockrill Jones

Mary Anne Carswell

For your day planner pages
Executive meeting
Monday, April 12, 2010
6:30–8:30 pm
EAC National Office
27 Carlton Street, Suite 505
All members are welcome.
RSVP: toronto_br_secretary@editors.ca

Future program lineup:
May 17: Last business session of the
season and branch elections. Program
topic and speaker to be confirmed. Note:
meeting will be held on the third Monday
of the month to accommodate the Victoria
Day holiday.

General meeting
Monday, April 26, 2010
7:00 pm New members Q&A
7:30 pm Information session
8:00 pm Program: Copyright basics for
editors with Erin Finlay, manager of legal
services at Access Copyright.

June 28: Year-end party.

Your Toronto branch

Meeting schedule and new members information

The Women’s Art Association of Canada
23 Prince Arthur Avenue
Members free/non-members $10

Welcome new members!
As of March 2010, the Toronto branch has 619 members: 308 voting (including two
honorary life members), 272 qualifying, 26 student members, and 13 emeritus members.
New members since the last report: 22.
New members are:
Erin Bankes
Marie-Josée Catta
Andrea Civichino
Lorraine Goldberg
Pamela Gough
Alexandre Guilbeault
John Hart
Louise Hopkins

Laura Hwee
Sue MacLeod
Anton Malkin
Noreen O’Rinn
Helena Ovens
Marielle Picher
Frances Schatz
Rosemary Todd

Linda Turner
Tanya Ulmer
Mary Varcoe
Marilyn Vogel
Abigail Whitney
Lynn Winston
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Seminar chair’s report

Seminar chair’s report
By Emily Dockrill Jones

T

he seminar season is half over,

but there are still plenty of great
offerings to come, including the
final four new offerings:
• APA Style, with Mary Anne
Carswell, on April 24 (9 am)
• Introduction to Reference
Manager, with Kellee Kaulback,
on April 24 (1:30 pm)
• MS Excel 2007: The Basics, with
Cathena Langford, on May 8
• Localization, Canadianization &
English-to-English Translation:
New Markets for Editing Skills,
with Greg Ioannou and Nancy
Foran, on June 12

As well, Kathryn Dean provides
insight and instruction with Stylistic
Editing, and Camilla Blakely takes her
popular Scholarly Editing seminar to
Kitchener-Waterloo. Rounding out the
season are Plain Language and Secrets
of Syntax, offered by Frances Peck;
and On-Screen Editing with MS Word
2007, presented by Anne Stilman.
For more information or to register,
visit www.editors.ca/branches/toronto/
seminars/. Be sure to register soon to
take advantage of our new early-bird
pricing!

16
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In honour of National Volunteer
Week (April 18-24), I would like
to take this opportunity to
thank the many volunteers
who host our seminars each
season, as well as Randee
Holmes, who works
so tirelessly to train,
schedule, and oversee
these volunteers. We
truly could not offer
seminars without all of you.
If you are interested in future
seminar volunteer opportunities, please
contact the Seminar Chair at toronto_br_
pd_chair@editors.ca. xxzxx

Upcoming seminars:
Saturday, April 24: APA Style
Saturday, April 24: Introduction to Reference Manager
Saturday, May 8: MS Excel 2007: The Basics
Saturday, June 12: Localization, Canadianization
			
and English-to-English Translation:
			
New Markets for Editing Skills

rammar
food
for
thought
An editor’s observations on grammar and usage
Figures of speech that
don’t work
By Freya Godard
		

A

For some reason that I have never
been able to understand, it is considered
obligatory to groan on hearing a pun, even
if the first reaction was spontaneous laughter. To
be sure, good puns are few and far between. To
be acceptable in serious writing, the two words
in question, or the two meanings of the word,
must both make grammatical sense. If they don’t,
you get such groan-making puns as “Wither the
symphony orchestra,” a construction that, judging
by an Internet search, is far from unusual. When I
encountered a similar “wither” pun in an academic
book I edited, I did my best, needless to say, to
explain to the author why it didn’t work. That
is, you can start a sentence with “whither,” but
a sentence starting with “wither” is meaningless.
However, the author insisted on keeping the
expression, even using it as a subhead.
Whereas puns, good or bad, are not often
encountered in the written language, several other
figures of speech are common; in fact, some
newspaper columns abound with farfetched similes
and analogies. A newspaper columnist deploring
the difficulty of unseating an incumbent municipal
politician wrote: “Mr. Oates was first elected...
in 1988, when Ronald Reagan was still gobbling
jelly beans in the White House.” To denote a long
period of time—in a discussion of municipal
politics in Toronto—by reference to an American
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Food for thought
president is uninformative and distracting,
and it strongly suggests that the writer has
an American audience in mind. To take
the opportunity to ridicule the president
concerned is even more distracting. None
of this conveys with any precision the
length of time that has passed, which
presumably was the point of the sentence.
Continuing to deplore the length of time
that municipal politicians remain in office,
the columnist then wrote: “Walking into
the council chamber on meeting day is
like entering an Arizona bingo hall. White
and grey heads from end to end.” Leaving
aside the derogatory remarks about the
middle-aged and elderly, which probably
insulted half the readers of the column,
you have to wonder how many of them
have ever been in an Arizona bingo hall.
And does it strengthen the author’s
argument to make his readers
pause to think about Arizona
and bingo halls instead of
Toronto city council?
The only reasonable
use of such
devices, at least in a
newspaper political
column, is to help the
readers understand
or visualize an
unfamiliar situation by
comparing it to one
they already know.
Another columnist,

18
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not usually noted for flights of fancy, began
a recent column with an even more bizarre
simile: “They’re as familiar with Facebook
as flossing their teeth[,] but only a small
minority of young Canadian adults think
social networking forums should sway
government, according to a new poll.” A
reference to the private practice of dental
hygiene seems singularly out of place; and
again, it isn’t particularly illuminating since
who knows how many “young Canadian
adults” use dental floss? If the writer
needed to begin with a simile, a more apt
choice might have been some word or
expression from the realm of everyday
technology—“as familiar with Facebook as
with television.” Even more useful would
have been something like: “More than x%
of young Canadian adults use Facebook,
but… .” It would surely have taken less
time to find that statistic than to
dream up the reference to dental
floss.
All those examples come
under the heading
of showing off, but
it may be unfair to
blame the writers; one
has to suspect that
newspaper columnists
these days are ordered
to use as much humour
as possible and to do
their best to appeal to a
young audience. On the

		

Food for thought

same page as the Arizona bingo hall, a news
story about clogged highways and traffic jams
quoted a scientist who studies traffic patterns:
“Congestion operates a little like a hockey
stick… . It doesn’t creep up slowly.” Not only
does that simile make sense, but every reader
of a Canadian newspaper can be expected to
know what hockey sticks do.
Probably the best-known figure of speech
is the metaphor, and the mixed metaphor
its most maligned misuse. If the metaphors
in the following two sentences aren’t exactly
mixed—since they appear in two different
sentences and could be said to be simply
two separate metaphors—the switch from
explosions to shipwrecks is a little jarring:
“[New rules for banks] seemed sensible given
that while subprime mortgages lit the fuse, a
lack of capital in the banking system was the
TNT that really blew up the financial industry.
Once the losses began to mount, companies
capsized far too quickly, forcing government
bailouts.” That last sentence also illustrates
the process by which a “dead” metaphor—
that is, one whose literal meaning has largely
been lost, in this case “bailouts”—can be
brought back to life by a nearby word, in
this case “capsized.” Sometimes the result is
unwanted, but here it is effective. xzxx
Copyright 2010 Freya Godard
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Using social media
to find work
By Elizabeth Trew

F

ace-to-face networking has long

been touted as the best way for
writers and editors to find work.
That was before the advent of social
media or Web 2.0. Using social media gives
one an opportunity to meet people they
normally would not normally meet through
traditional networking. People can now
connect with people in their profession
who can recommend them to others, not
just in their neighbourhood but around the
world.
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There are two ways people can find work
using social media—through job postings,
and by networking with people in their
professions and in industries where they
want to find work. Facebook, LinkedIn,
Twitter, and blogging are the tools most
often used to network with others to do
this.
Although Facebook was developed as a
networking site for college students, it is
now being used by professionals, charities,
and businesses to network, advocate for

		
change, fundraise, and invite comments from
consumers. Last year, Twitter and Facebook
were the fastest growing social media sites.
Most editors and writers cite LinkedIn as the
social media site they use most often. Twitter,
the relative newcomer to social media, is
increasingly being used as a means to find
work.
San Francisco writer and editor Dave
Gardner remarks that he didn’t find jobs—
rather, jobs have found him—through
LinkedIn and Twitter. He said clients
responded to his posts on LinkedIn forums
and asked to connect by e-mail. Dave has
obtained work from clients around the world—
Alaska, Vietnam and the Netherlands—
through these social media platforms.
When Hamilton-area writer Angela West
saw one of her articles being re-tweeted,
she contacted the re-tweeter to tell her they
both live in the same neighbourhood and
mentioned her web copywriting services. West
reports that she’s currently working on two
projects for that person.
Ontario writers Suzanne Boles and
Christopher Thornton have both reported that
they have found writing projects
though Facebook. Boles, a
regular blogger, reports using
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter
to announce her new blog
postings. She finds Twitter the
least valuable of the commonly
used social media tools.

New social tools
How to Use LinkedIn
1. Update your status
regularly.
2. Link to people you know.
3. After attending a
networking event or a
meeting, link with the
people you meet.
4. Give people a reason for
linking to you. Don’t just
tick “I’d like you to join
my network on LinkedIn.”
5. Join groups in your
profession.
6. Participate in groups
by asking questions,
providing answers and
comments in groups.
7. Use the question and
answer section to
establish yourself as an
expert in your subject.
8. Give more than you get.
9. Use the job postings to
search for work.
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Starting where
Where do you start?
When Toronto-based online marketing
specialist Michelle Corsano started her
business, she didn’t have a marketing
budget. By spending about ten hours a
week using social media, Corsano made
$30,000 in her first year. She is quickly
becoming an expert at using social media
to generate business, freely gives advice,
and makes presentations to help others use
social media sites.
Corsano advises people to start using
social media by reviewing their own web
pages and deleting information that doesn’t
contribute to, or conflicts with, their brand.
Next, determine which tools work best

and learn how to use one effectively before
going on to the next one. It is important to
link one’s social media sites. For example,
use Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter to
announce new blog postings. xzxx

Editor’s Editing Tip: Our original title for this piece was “How to find work
using social media.” Freya Godard noticed our potential error while reviewing her
piece and had this to say about it:
In my books, using isn’t yet a preposition and so this use of it is a dangling
participle. Grammatically speaking, using in this title can only modify work,
so that the title would mean “How to find work that uses social media.”
Admittedly, the intended meaning is clear, but that doesn’t solve the
grammatical problem. How about “How to find work through social media” or
“Using social media to find work” or “How to use social media to find work”?
And that’s what we did—changed the title. Thanks, Freya!
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Networking

Networking: Your guide to
what’s going on
			

Compiled by Jordan Bargent

Readings

Events

Art Bar Reading Series
www.artbar.org/calendar.html
This reading series typically features
three poets each night and there is an
open stage at close.
When: Tuesdays, April 6, 13, 20, 27;
and May 4, 11, 18, 25; at 8 pm
Where: Clinton’s, 693 Bloor Street
West, Toronto
Cost: Donations appreciated

Canadian Authors Association—Toronto
Branch
www.canauthorstoronto.org
Monthly meeting
When: Thursday, April 15, 7–9 pm
Where: Above The World’s Biggest Bookstore, 20
Edward Street, Toronto
Cost: Free
Contact: Bianca Lakoseljac at biancalakoseljac@rogers.com

International Readings at
Harbourfront Centre
www.readings.org
Readings from various authors on
Wednesday nights
When: Wednesday, April 7, 7:30 pm:
Anosh Irani, Jeffrey Moore and Joan
Thomas will be reading.
Wednesday, April 14, 7:30 pm: Other
authors will be reading TBA. Further
readings will be scheduled closer to
April.
Where: Brigantine Room, York Quay
Centre, 235 Queens Quay West,
Toronto
Cost: $8 per person
Contact: Check Web site for further
details

Writers & Editors Network (WEN) Breakfast
Meeting
http://wenetwork.org
Breakfast Meeting
When: Saturday, April 17 and May 15, 9–11:30 pm
Where: Canadiana Restaurant, Six Points Plaza, 5230
Dundas Street West, Etobicoke
Cost: $15 for members, $18 for non-members. You
must register in advance through the Web site.
Contact: Mickey Turnbull-Coughlin at 905 824-5035 or
by e-mail at mickeytc@sympatico.ca
East End Writers’ Group
www.samcraw.com/Articles/EastEndWriters.html
When: Wednesday, April 28, 7–10 pm
Where: O’Connor Drive and St. Clair Avenue, East end
of Toronto
Cost: Free
Contact: Sharon Crawford at 416 750-0860 or
samcraw@interlog.com
APRIL 2010
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Professional Writers Association
of Canada (PWAC)—Toronto
Chapter
www.pwactoronto.org
Professional Development Series: Building
Your Business Through Strategic Alliances
When: Thursday, April 29. Registration: 7
pm; Seminar: 7:30–9 pm
Where: University of Toronto, 155 College
Street, Room 106, Toronto
Cost: Free for PWAC Members/Students,
$15 for Non-Members, $10 for Members of
Associate Writing Organizations
Contact: Sharon Aschaiek at s.ashaiek@
pwactoronto.org
Toronto Romance Writers
www.torontoromancewriters.com
A talk featuring Harlequin Editor Brenda
Chin; further details TBA.
When: Saturday, May 8, 1–4 pm
Where: North York Public Library, Meeting
Room 1 or 2/3, 5120 Yonge Street, Toronto
Cost: You must be a member. The cost is
$50 per year.
Contact: torontoromancewriters@yahoo.com

BookCamp Toronto 2010
When: Saturday, May 15, 2010, 9 am to 5 pm
Where: The iSchool at Robarts Library,
University of Toronto
BookCamp Toronto 2010 is a collaborative
event for writers, technologists, publishers,
readers, editors, designers, book sellers, book
buyers, printers, librarians...anyone who cares
about books. The idea is to meet in one
place on one day and explore the challenges,
opportunities within the publishing domain.
E-books have arrived, and with them great
changes are afoot. BookCampTO 2010 will
focus on what happens next, how this big
shift to digital is changing different parts
of the book business, and how we are
adapting. The focus is not so much on ebooks as everything else. This is the second
BookCamp in Toronto. Approximately
300 people attended last year. The event
attracted attendees from Michigan, California,
and Portugal. The draw is global but the
conversation is local and intimate. Sessions
have a 15-minute intro followed by a 40minute discussion. The goal is to share,
debate, and learn.
To participate, see http://bookcampto.pbworks.
com for more details. For media or questions
regarding the event, contact Hugh McGuire
at hugh@bookoven.com.
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Wordplay
By James Harbeck

“Eh”

A

EAC
recently posted a link to the New
York Times “After Deadline” blog
(http://topics.blogs.nytimes.com/tag/afterdeadline/) on usages that should have been
corrected. The January 14 post referred to
a news headline from December 31: “Good
Players, Eh?/New Met spurs discussion
on best Canadians.” The blogging editor’s
comment: “This use of ‘eh’ as an allpurpose Canadian reference is both clichéd
and condescending. Let’s stop.”
Condescending? What’s up with that, eh?
Next they’re going to say that Canadians
don’t like being called “Canucks” or that
Canadians are Americans too, or something.
I mean, yeah, when I was in the USA, it got
a bit annoying whenever I would say eh and
my friends would exclaim, “He said ‘eh’!”
But, still, I wear that “eh” like a badge of
pride! It’s Canadian, eh? (Or, as that famous
book by Mark M. Orkin puts it, Canajan,
Eh?)
fellow member of the

I mean, think about the quintessential
Canadian humour: SCTV’s Bob and Doug
Mackenzie, with their archetypal “Take
off, eh!” For that matter, think about how
often Canadian newspapers use “eh” to
emphasize Canadianess. (How often? Go
to a Canadian newspaper’s Web site and
do a search on “eh.” Here are some recent
examples from The Globe and Mail: How
Canadian was that, eh?; Canada 150, eh; A
Canadian eh-book reader; Welcome to the Walk
of Fame, eh?; What’s the score, eh?; More than
bacon, eh?; and many, many more... .)
Why is “eh” so quintessentially Canadian?
Probably for the same reason that “sorry”
is the other quintessentially Canadian word
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Canadian, eh?
(you know, what you say when someone
bumps into you or gets in your way): we
just don’t think it proper to be so cocksure
of ourselves and disregarding of others
(translation: we’re passive-aggressive). After
all, “eh” started its life (by the 18th century
in England) as specifically an interrogative,
which is still its only current definition
in the Oxford English Dictionary: asking for
repetition, or inviting assent. It is as the
invitation of assent that has taken root in
Canada. We’re not a nation hard of hearing;
we just always want to show we’re listening.
We need the assurance of the other.
It’s like a verbal reach-out-and-touch.
It’s actually functionally similar to uptalk
(that way some people—especially young
adult females—talk as though nearly every
sentence is a question, which is really just to
keep drawing on the interlocutor’s assent),
but of course it’s much less annoying, partly
because we don’t use it that much. As the
American Heritage Dictionary says, it’s “chiefly
used to ascertain or reinforce a listener’s
interest or agreement.”
And there are so many ways we use it, eh!
How do we use it? Let me count the “ehs.”
Actually, I don’t need to; Elaine Gold has
done so already (see her paper “Canadian
eh?: A survey of contemporary use,”
available on the Web). Here are her ten
usages, with examples:
• Statements of opinion: Nice day, eh?
• Statements of fact: It goes over here, eh?
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• Commands: Open the window, eh? Think
about it, eh?
• Exclamations: What a game, eh?
• Questions: What are they trying to do, eh?
• To mean ‘pardon’: Eh? What did you say?
• In fixed expressions: Thanks, eh? I know,
eh?
• Insults: You’re a real snob, eh?
• Accusations: You took the last piece, eh?
• Telling a story: This guy is up on the 27th
floor, eh? Then he gets out on the ledge, eh…
The most commonly used types,
according to a survey she did, were I know,
eh; Thanks, eh; What a game, eh; and Nice day,
eh. The narrative style, in the last kind, was
generally seen as a mark of a less educated
user.

Wordplay, eh?

Graphics to come

But the general use of “eh” is certainly not
the mark of an uneducated user. I think we
can all accept that members of the Editors’
Association of Canada are not insufficiently
educated, and I’ve had no difficulty finding
instances of “eh” in e-mails to the EAC’s
listserv. For example: “Jelly bean houses, eh?
Very cool.; Okay, I stand corrected. Webster’s
Dictionary of English Usage, eh?; Well, it’s all
relative, eh?; Let’s hope there are no more, eh?;
Pretty rough treatment for dissenting senators, eh?;
Kind of dense, eh?; I guess that’s not the correct
way to go about it, eh?; Yes, I know that’s no excuse,
but…everyone needs editors, eh?; and how ‘bout
them verbs, eh!”
As the last example shows (in case there
was any doubt), “eh” is colloquial. In fact,
it’s the acme of colloquial: it clearly implies,
even demands, colloquy (which is from
Latin for “speaking together”). But it is, at
least, our word—it may have come from
elsewhere, it may be used elsewhere, but
no one else uses it as a badge of identity,
eh? Consider this quote: “Canadians will
readily acknowledge this tag as being

quintessentially ‘Canuck,’ but many will then
go on to either disclaim usage or to make
disparaging comments about others’ usage
of it.”
Wait, does that sound not quite right?
Well, that’s because it isn’t quite right. The
quote, from an article by Miriam Meyerhoff,
in Language in Society volume 23 (page
367), actually begins “New Zealanders
will readily acknowledge this tag as being
quintessentially ‘Kiwi,’ but...”
Uh-oh. Not only are they claiming it as
theirs, they’re even being more self-effacing
about it than we are (some Kiwis even think
it vulgar, apparently). What’s up with that,
eh? xxzxx
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completed the publishing certificate program
at Ryerson University and has an honours BA
in creative writing from York University. She
can be reached at jordan.bargent@sympatico.ca.
Gavin Elliott is a communications manager
at the Canadian Diabetes Association, where
he is the managing editor of Diabetes Dialogue
magazine. He is also a freelance editor, and
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experience in communications and public
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sector. He can be reached at gavinelliott@rogers.
com.
Freya Godard has been a freelance editor and
writer for more than 25 years, with a variety
of clients ranging from book publishers to
governments to private individuals; she has the
EAC certification in proofreading and copy
editing. In her spare time she rides horses and
sings in a choir. Freya lives on Toronto Island.
Heather Guylar has worked in educational
and feminist publishing for more than 20 years.
She’s done copywriting, copy editing, print
and Web design, and production management.
Heather is now into her third year as graphic
designer for Edition.
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James Harbeck’s favourite sport has
always been language. Although his
three degrees are in drama, he has
been collecting other languages since
elementary school—his bookshelf
has references on more than three
dozen languages—and has been taking
university courses in linguistics for the
past several years. He is senior editor at
MediResource Inc. You can read his blog
at http://sesquiotic.wordpress.com.
Emily Dockrill Jones is a Web content
creator for Tsavo Media, Inc. and is
currently serving her second term as
Seminar Chair for EAC Toronto branch.
When she’s not perfecting prose or
scheduling seminars, she enjoys reading,
writing, musing on language, and
watching her cats attempt yet again to
break into the tin of kitty treats.
Marion Robb-Gardner is a freelance
editor with her own business, Sterling
Editorial Services. She is a graduate
of the University of Toronto
and the Humber Creative Book
Publishing Program. She has several
years’ experience editing and writing
educational materials, literary fiction
and public relations and other corporate
materials.
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E. Lisa Moses is an editor, writer and
business writing instructor. She enjoys the
professionalism of her EAC colleagues,
whose insights help her stay at the forefront
of the English language. More about Lisa is
posted on her LinkedIn profile: www.linkedin.
com/pub/e-lisa-moses/13/b32/349.
Joe Cotterchio-Milligan is a freelance
editor, proofreader, and writer who is
enrolled in Ryerson’s Publishing Program.
He has served as an editorial intern at
Random House Canada, has worked with
Pearson Education Canada through Ryerson
University’s Mills Mentorship Award, and is a
frequent volunteer for Edition and EAC.

Sharon O’Brien (Shar) has been the
photographer for EAC since 2004, and is
past publisher of NFG Magazine. Her path
has been photographer to writer, to editor
and publisher, to photographer. She is a
mother of two writers (toughest job to date).
Jason Smith is a freelance writer and copyeditor, who holds a Specialized Honours
English Degree from York University and is
an alumnus of Humber’s The Creative Book
Publishing Program, inaugural year. Besides
his numerous publications, he currently
writes and edits for Spezzation.com, an on-line
food magazine. He’s also a spirited sonneteer
and poetry slam victor.
Elizabeth Trew is the founder of Elizabeth
Trew Communications, a communications
firm that provides writing and editing,
communications planning and consulting,
marketing communications, project
management, and direct mail fundraising.
Elizabeth has more than ten years of
communications experience in the health
care sector and government.
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